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SWIMMING OTAGO 

Development Meet – Processing Results 
 

Times obtained at a Development Meet can be uploaded to the Swimming NZ Results Database and may be used to enter future 

competitions, depending on the entry criteria applied, however there are several steps required to have to make this happen.  

Outlined below are the processes required to upload Development Meet times to the Swimming NZ database. The processes have 

been split between those who have access to Meet Manager and those that don’t. There is NO requirement for Member Clubs to 

purchase Meet Manager for times to be uploaded into the Swimming NZ database.   

Access to templates – Entry Form, Lane Timer Sheets, Results 

No access to Meet Manager  

1. Create a fun and varied program for each Development Meet 

2. Member’s entry can be taken on different formats  

a. No entry process, announce the event about to be swum and members line up behind the blocks and it is the 

responsibility of the Timekeeper to obtain and record the name of the member about to get on the blocks 

b. On the day entry: provide an entry form and allow a registration time into the program 

c. Pre-meet entry: create a pre-prepared entry form, based on the program offered, and a poolside box where members 

can leave them in the lead up. This option can assist with the preparation of the Lane Timer Sheets and the Results 

spreadsheet 

3. Timekeepers are to use the Lane Timer Sheets to record the members full name and the time achieved against the 

stroke/distance to the 100th of a second for each swimmer in their lane 

4. At the end of the meet collect all the Lane Timer Sheets, checking the information is readable 

5. The times from the Lane Timer Sheets are to be transposed on the Results spreadsheet 

6. Add the additional information requested on the Results spreadsheet – swimmers DOB, club name etc 

7. Save for your records, renaming the document to club name, date held. For example, Clutha United 011021 

8. Email the Results spreadsheet to admin@swimotago.org 

9. Swimming Otago will complete all the processing required to have your members times recorded in the Swimming NZ Results 

database 

10. Clubs will be notified upon completion of step 9  

If assistance is required at any time do not hesitate to contact Kerren at Swimming Otago. If your Member Club is interested, 

and have a willing volunteer, to learn and using Meet Manager at your Development Meets in the future, please get in touch 

with Kerren. 

Access to Meet Manager  

1. Create a fun and varied program for each Development Meet 

2. Create the meet within Meet Manager as per the program created in step 1 

3. Member’s entry can be taken on different formats  

a. No entry process, announce the event about to be swum and members make their way to the blocks. Timekeepers will 

be responsible to obtain and record the name of each member racing in their lane 

b. On the day entry: use a pre-created entry form, all participants complete and return during a registration period, 

however it is still the responsibility of the Timekeeper to obtain and record the name of each member racing in their lane 

time 
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c. Pre-meet entry: use of a pre-prepared entry form, based on the program offered, and a poolside box where members 

can leave them in the lead up. This option can assist with the preparation of the Lane Timer Sheets and the Results 

spreadsheet 

4. Timekeepers are to use the Lane Timer Sheets template to record the members full name and the time achieved against the 

stroke/distance to the 100th of a second for each swimmer in their lane 

a. When entries close prior to the day of the event, participants and their entries can be entered into Meet Manager 

creating personalized Lane Times Sheets, a timeline and a program 

5. At the end of the meet collect all the Lane Timer Sheets, checking the information is readable 

6. Open the pre-created meet in Meet Manager 

a. Add each participant, ensure the details are as they appear in the Swimming NZ database – full name and DOB 

b. Transpose the times recorded on the Lane Timer Sheets into Meet Manager, this can be done during the competition 

however the Lane Timer Sheets will need to be accessible by the Recorder (cut into sections so they can be removed 

from the Timekeepers clipboard) 

7. Once completed, export the Results file from Meet Manager 

8. Email the TM Results file to admin@swimotago.org to complete the results upload to the Swimming NZ database 

If assistance is required at any time do not hesitate to contact Kerren at Swimming Otago. You have got this far using Meet 

Manager is there any interest in learning how to process results to the Swimming NZ database at your future Development 

Meets? If so, please get in touch with Kerren. 

Access to Meet Manager & Results Database knowhow 

1. Create a fun and varied program for each Development Meet  

2. Create the Development Meet in Meet Manager, as per the program created in step 1 

3. Crete the Development Meet in the Swimming NZ database 

4. Member’s entry should be completed via Fast Lane however the options mentioned above can also be used but do create 

additional tasks 

5. Timekeepers use the Lane Timer Sheets produced from Meet Manager, recording the time achieved to the 100th of a second, 

however Timekeepers should double check they have the correct member in the lane 

6. At the end of the meet collect all the Lane Timer Sheets, checking the information is readable 

7. Open the pre-created meet in Meet Manager and transpose the times recorded on the Lane Timer Sheets into Meet 

Manager. This can be done during the competition however the Lane Timer Sheets will need to be accessible by the Recorder 

(cut into sections so they can be removed from the Timekeepers clipboard) 

8. Once completed, export the Results file from Meet Manager and upload and complete the necessary steps in the Swimming 

NZ database  

9. Once the results have been published in the Swimming NZ Results database, email the TM Results file to 

admin@swimotago.org  

If assistance is required at any time do not hesitate to contact Kerren at Swimming Otago. 
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